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The contemporary development of science is 
characterized, as is universally known, by two 
opposite and dialectically related tendencies: 
The growing specialization of individu.al schol
arly disciplines, and their increasing integra
tion. Under such circumstances the principle of 
"self-determination", as exercised by every sep
arate scholarly discipline, acquires particular 
importance for determining the optimal pros
pects for its development. Disregard for such a 
methodologically significant aspect inevitably 
leads, as experience shows, to serious discre
pancies in research planning, hinders cooper
ation and the division of labour, causes un
necessary duplication of effort, and is condu
cive to the development of research gaps in 
some important problems and issues. 

All of the above is true of every branch of sci
entific and scholarly knowledge. However, the 
determination of the place a scientific disci
pline occupies among other sciences becomes 
particularly urgent when noticeable changes 
take place in the notions about the field of its 
subject matter. In the USSR the place of eth
nography among the humanities is particu
larly illuminating in this respect. Differences 
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in the description of its profile became very dis
tinct in the early formative stages of the Soviet 
ethnographical school. There was then a tend
ency, on the one hand, to limit ethnography's 
tasks exclusively to the study of archaic phe
nomena that are characteristic of the early de
velopmental stages of human society, and, on 
the other, to treat ethnography or, more ex
actly, ethnology as a superdiscipline that 
claimed to embrace all research in every com
ponent of societal activities. By now these ex
tremes have been largely overcome with us, 
though some discrepancies in the definitions of 
the subject-matter of ethnography linger still 
to some extent even today. 

The contradictions present in the views on 
the subject-matter of ethnography are not 
quite accidental, as for a long time they were 
caused, above all, by differences in the opinions 
concerning the object field of ethnography. 

Thus, for example, according to evolutionists 
its object was man, in the case of diffusionists it 
was culture, while representatives of Durk
heim's sociological school held it to be society. 
Moreover, it was a widely shared opinion that 
the object of ethnography is constituted by peo-
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ples, the latter being mostly taken to be those 
with no literary language, and at the early 
stages of their socio-economic development. 
That this opinion is widely popular is largely 
due to the fact that ethnography was taking its 
shape as a science during the period of colonial 
expansion of the countries of bourgeois Europe 
and was aimed initially and mainly at the 
study of non-European peoples, the majority of 
which was lagging behind in development. 
Moreover, ethnography was clearly set against 
history, which was understood as a science 
based on written sources and the study of "his
torical" peoples. Ethnography was seen as a 
science whose role was to investigate "non-his
torical" peoples. 

Today, however, the understanding of eth
nography as a science studying peoples at 
every stage of their development has won wide 
recognition among specialists both in this 
country and abroad. This means that while 
embracing all of the inhabited territory of the 
globe, ethnography also involves all chronolog
ical periods from the earliest times till today, 
and keeps within its field of vision existing peo
ples as well as those of the past. 

On the basis of this new approach, ethnog
raphy must redefine its primary task and 
deepen and specify the notion of "peoples", 
which is an extremely complex and multifac
eted concept. In Russian, as in other lan
guages, the word "narod" (a people) is polyse
mantic and is used to denote working masses 
of people, national groups, or just a multitude 
of individuals. Lately, therefore, Soviet ethno
graphical science has come to make use of a 
generalizing concept of "ethnos", instead of us
ing the word "narod" (people) in the meaning of 
such historical communities as a tribe, "narod
nost" (people) or a nation. Within the frame
work of the ethnos theory it investigates such 
important aspects as the place of ethnoses 
among other human communities, the narrow 
and broad interpretation of ethnic communi
ties, their typology, . ethnically specific features 
of culture and psychology, varieties of ethnic 
processes, etc. 

Elaboration of the theory of ethnoses has 
made it possible to provide a more detailed 
specification of the subject-matter of ethnog-

raphy, and this is of cardinal importance for 
drawing demarcation lines with the contiguous 
disciplines. 

What are the criteria for such demarcation? 
Obviously, they must be capable of distinguish
ing ethnoses from among other human com
munities. One function is the uniting of all the 
members of an ethnos (i.e. intraethnic consol
idation), and the other is of differentiating 
them from the representatives of other similar 
communities (inter-ethnic differentiation). An 
analysis of ethnic communities shows that the 
performance of such functions, apart from the 
question oflanguage, relates mainly to the tra
ditional components of everyday culture (cus
toms, ritual, ceremonies, folk art, oral tradi
tions, etc.) whose specific features differentiate 
one ethnos from another. 1 

Accordingly, the subject field of ethnography 
can be delimited, in our opinion, on the basis of 
consideration of ethnos components in the light 
of the performance of ethnic functions by them. 
Since they stand out more than others the 
ethno-differentiating traits (i.e. ethnic specif
icity) serve as the basic reference points that 
mark out the subject field of ethnographical 
studies. 

But ethnography of course, is called upon to 
describe ethnoses as complete entities, invol
ving not only their specific traits but also those 
they share with others. Description of the com
mon and of the particular being always a sin
gle process, comparative studies in the com
ponents of an ethnos determine its specific 
traits inevitably involve determination of the 
traits it shares with other ethnoses. Some such 
may prove to be characteristic of all ethnoses, 
present or past, i.e. they may be universal in 
nature, while others may belong to a more lim
ited group of ethnoses and, consequently, can 
be specific in their own ways. 

The approach to ethnoses in the light of eth
nic functions performed by their components 
allows the main zone of ethnographical studies 
to be delimited. From such a viewpoint the sub
ject field of ethnography appears to be primar
ily the layer of culture, in the broad meaning of 
the word, which performs ethnic functions, i.e. 
traditional everyday culture. 

Ethnography studies therefore, before all, 



the similarities and differences between 
people-etnoses as well as changes in their char
acteristic traits over time, i.e. ethnic processes. 
It should be kept in mind that the subject field 
of ethnography does not remain unchanged 
through all the stages of human ethnohistory. 
As is known, in the case of people-ethnoses at 
the early stages of their socio-economic devel
opment when they have no written languages , 
their societal life is considerably permeated 
with ethnic specificity. Ethnography, there
fore, studies all aspects of the life of such peo
ples. However, with the transition to class so
cieties, which are characterised, in particular, 
by the proce. s of formation of the professional 
culture, ethnic specificity tends to be concen
trated mostly within the relatively diminishing 
sphere of traditional everyday life, and the re
search zone of ethnography changes accord
ingly. 'rllis development i. particularly clear 
among the peoples of industrially developed 
countries . Today, under the conditions of the 
scientific and technological revolution, large 
scale industrial production makes the etnnic 
specificity of these people shift increasingly 
from the sphere of U1eir material culture to 
that of their intellectual life. 

In practice the subject field of ethnograph
ical research, i.e. "its depth" seems to fluctuate 
between the particular and the common prop
erties of the ethnos. The range of these fluctua
tions in concrete research zones depends in its 
turn and to a large measure on the extent to 
which the study of an appropriate component 
of the ethnos has been "ensured" by a conti
guous social discipline. In this lies the special 
significance of its traditional relations and ties 
with other disciplines for the formation of the 
ubj'ect field of ethnography. However, it would 

be wrong to ignore or to canonize these tradi
tions, for their emergence ru1d development 
were mainly spontaneous and, most signifi
cantly , the su~ject fields of the contiguous dis
ciplines were taking shape, as a rule , inde
pendently of the ethnographical science. 
Therefore , its traditional interdiscip linary re
lations required some adjustment; the main 
reference point for this end, must, in our opin
io·n , be the above-mentioned specificity of eth
nographical approach to the object of study. 

As the core of the subject field of ethnograph
ical research is the traditional everyday cul
ture, the question of the relationship between 
ethnography and culturological disciplines , pri
marily between ethnography and those which 
study separate spheres of culture, acquires 
special importance for our aims. 

'l\vo diametl'ically opposite tendencies are 
traditionally manifest here. One of these invol
ves material culture. In many countries, the 
Soviet Union included, ethnographical science 
autually performs (on a par with archeo logy) 
the function of providing a history of material 
culture. Such a situation has evolved histori
cally but here we cannot consider all the fac
tors that were conducive to it in any detail. 
However, it is important to stress that while 
performing the function of a material cultw·e 
historian, an ethnographer should not forget 
that his task can ultimately be achieved only 
when he is able to identify the ethnic specificity 
of a phenomenon he studies. The other tend
ency involves language. Though a most im
portant and nearly a main ethnic factor , lan
guage is nevertheless a relatively rare subject 
for special ethnographic studies, An exception 
to the rule is provided to some extent , by the 
languages of non-literate peoples, while writ
ten languages are an almost exclusive domain 
of linguistics. Such a situation arises from a 
number of factors, the most important of which 
is the fact that in spite of the special import
ance of the ethnic properties of the language, 
its main function of being a principal means of 
communication among peoples requires special 
and comprehensive study. 

No matter how this situation has developed 
historically in the field of ethno-linguistic re
search, it seems indisputable that ethnogra
pher s must pay much closer attention to it. 
Without their active participation it is hardly 
pos ible to disclose in any considerable meas
ure the interconnection between language and 
other components of the ethnos, and the ethnic 
consciousness, in the first place. 

Artistic folk creativity is one of the subsys
tems of operating within the ethnos and as 
such it has been attracting the attentjon of 
ethnographer for a long time. The common 
basis for determining the relationships be-
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tween ethnography and other art-studying dis
ciplines within the field of research in artistic 
folk creativity is provided, in our opinion, by 
the fact that each of them performs both aes
thetic and ethnic functions. 

Ethnographic research in different kinds of 
artistic folk creativity is affected to some ex
tent by the nature of the latter's relationship 
with material culture. It seems noteworthy 
that the sphere of such research embraces, 
mostly, those kinds of artistic creativity whose 
material results have both an aesthetic and 
utilitarian value, such as, in the first place, the 
products of various artistic crafts such as pot
tery, the artistic processing and treatment of 
metals and wood, weaving, embroidery, etc. 
The close attention ethnographers pay to artis
tic crafts is undoubtedly linked with their sta
ble originality due to which many of them 
carry a considerable ethnic load (particularly 
prominent in this respect is ornamentation). In 
our scholarly literature an opinion has grown 
that historico-ethnographical research in artis
tic folk crafts should involve studies in arts 
only to the degree necessary to identify their 
ethnographic specificity and regionalization. 
Even if such an opinion seems to be quite justi
fied, it should not be overlooked that in view of 
the utilitarian function of this category of folk 
artistic creativity, an ethnographer studying it 
often performs the role of a mere historian of 
material culture. 

To our mind, it is a somewhat different situ
ation with the question of the relationships be
tween ethnography and special art-studying 
disciplines in the field of research in "non-ma
terial" types of folk arts such as folk dances, 
music and theatre. In this connection it should 
be noted, above all, that the performance of 
aesthetic functions by them is of singular im
portance for the very existence of such types of 
arts, hence the special emphasis on them in the 
programmes of studies by relevant historico
art-studying disciplines (history of dances, mu
sic and theatre). At the same time the ethnic 
specificity of folk dances, music and theatres 
also demands attention by ethnographers, who 
must not limit themselves to the collection of 
appropriate field materials, or, even, to the oc
casional use of these materials, in solving their 
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specific problems. It seems, particularly im
portant to develop, together with students of 
the arts, broad comparative-typological and 
area-type studies in the field of folk dances, 
music and theatre. 

The same applies almost equally to oral folk 
tradition, in the study of which ethnographers 
collaborate closely with folklorists, the rela
tionship having developed historically from the 
fact among non-literate peoples, folklore is a 
most important component of their social con
sciousness. As a matter of fact, it is only under 
certain conditions that folklore can be singled 
out from the spiritual culture of peoples at 
early stages in their social development, for in 
their case spiritual culture exists as an organ
ically blended syncretic complex. An ethnog
rapher who studies all aspects of the life of 
scriptless peoples cannot therefore, ignore 
their oral tradition, since oral tradition also 
serves as one of the main sources of informa
tion on the history and culture of such peoples. 

The interpenetration offolkloristics and eth
nography also seems to be largely due to the 
inseparable connection between oral folk tradi
tion and other aspects of traditional everyday 
culture. It is the oral mode of transmission that 
is one of the most essential properties of tradi
tional everyday culture. It would be a sim
plification, however, to reduce and limit 
(though it frequently happens) the ethno
graphical approach to oral folk traditions to the 
study of their utilitarian, everyday-culture 
functions only, for such an approach is not suf
ficient for solving ethnographical tasks proper. 
One of the necessary preconditions for that is 
the creation of a historico-social and ethno-re
gional typology of different folklore genres. 

At the level of everyday life, a significant 
ethnic load is carried, in parallel with the artis
tic forms of creativity, by the ethic, legal and 
religious forms of social consciousness as well 
as by the appropriate value orientations and 
behavioural stereotypes. It is not accidental 
that many of these forms of peoples' social con
sciousness have been long considered worthy of 
special attention by ethnographers. In this 
connection the interests of ethnography inter
sect with such disciplines as ethics, law and re
ligion, hence the urgent necessity for both co-



operation between them, and differentiation, 
while the "selectivity" of ethnographical stud
ies in corresponding forms of social conscio
usness is again dependent directly on the eth
nic functions they perform. 

From the point of view of ethnography be
havioural stereotypes stand out as extremely 
indicative components of common conscious
ness and, correspondingly, of the everyday 
form of culture. It is for this reason that one of 
their most stereotyped varieties, ritual cere
monies, often draws the attention of ethnog
raphers. 

Among the behavioural stereotypes not only 
rituals, of course, are characterized by ethnic 
specificity. Such specifics can be found in vari
ous other patterns of behaviour, from labour 
techniques to the rules of etiquette. Those that 
possess a considerable degree of stability and 
originality have for long attracted from time to 
time the attention of ethnographers. These 
studies should be more systematic, and must 
include not only "internal" patterns of behav
iour but also its "open" forms (i.e. behaviour 
proper), including those which express popular 
habits. Studies in "open" behaviour seems to be 
even more necessary as behavioural stereo
types and behaviour itself are known not to be 
always coincident. This is, by the way, the rea
son why it is necessary to study the character
istic of each ethnos correlation between the 
"open" (external) and "closed" (internal) as
pects of separate stereotyped components of 
spiritual culture. 

In studying stereotypes of behaviour, eth
nographers have plentiful possibilities for coor
dinating their efforts with psychologists . In 
other words, in studying, say, the moral and 
religious ideas of an ethnos, an ethnographer 
actually performs the functions of an ethno
psychologist. 

It should be kept in mind at the same time 
that ethnopsychology has a subject field of its 
own, i.e. the ethnic (national) character or, to 
put it in broader terms, psychological make-up 
of an ethnic (national) community. It is no ac
cident that many researchers tend to see this 
psychological syndrome as the object of eth
nopsychology. One may, of course, disagree 
with such a narrow interpretation of the 

boundaries of ethnopsychology as a whole, but 
it seems indisputable nevertheless that one of 
its main tasks consists in studying ethnic (na
tional) character constituting a specific nu
cleus of a people's make-up. 

Unfortunately, our ethnopsychological stud
ies remain in an embryonic state as yet. It is 
true that our recent literature rather fre
quently and directly acknowledges the legit
imacy of studies in the psychological traits and 
character of peoples. The fact that no sufficient 
changes have taken place in this direction as 
yet is explained to a considerable degree by the 
specific difficulties standing in the way of eth
nopsychological studies. One of the circum
stances, in particular, is that psychological dif
ferences between peoples consist not in their 
having or lacking some psychic components 
but in the nuances, shades and stylistic mani
festations of such components, and this is what 
leads to the considerable differences encoun
tered by researchers trying to register the psy
chic specificity of ethnic communities. Perhaps 
even greater difficulties are due to the fact that 
in the developed class societies many of the 
psychological traits of an individual are af
fected more by his socio-class than ethnic be
longing. Consequently, the point in question is 
frequently not so much the psychological traits 
common to an entire ethnos as ethnic vari
ations and ethnic specificity in the psychology 
of separate socio-class groups. 

Ethnoses are dynamic systems that change 
in time and their study therefore presupposes 
combination of the synchronous-structural 
with the diachronic, i.e. historico-genetic ap
proach. This, in turn , puts forward the problem 
of correlation between ethnographical and his
torical sciences. In solving this problem we run 
at once into considerable difficulties as both 
sciences lay claims to a wide range of societal 
development issues. Moreover, these sciences 
are actually separate systems of scholarly dis
ciplines and each of them can also be seen as a 
relatively independent branch of knowledge. 
Much confusion in the interpretation of the 
question of the relationship between ethnog
raphy and history arises from the fact that due 
to their similarity, the same author very often 
crosses over the boundaries that divide them 
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conventionally, and writes as a historian and 
an ethnographer at the same time. 

An analysis of interrelationships between 
ethnography and history reveals many com
mon features in their vision of society. It is, in 
the first place, their common object of study, 
i.e. human society at all the stages of its devel
opment. Soviet ethnography is, moreover, a 
profoundly historical discipline with reference 
both to its methods and, in a great measure, to 
its subject field. There are also research zones 
that belong equally and simultaneously to the 
subject field of both sciences. For instance, a 
most important component of ethnographical 
science is historical ethnography which in
cludes ethnic history, above all. This section is 
at the same time an essential component of 
historical knowledge. It is very illuminating 
that works on ethnic history belong both to 
ethnographers and to historians, archeologists 
included. Historians and ethnographers are 
united in their phasic approach to studying the 
dynamics of ethnic processes, while in many 
other cases historical studies apply another 
variant of the historical method, i.e. chrono
logico-descriptive (e.g., in political history). 
Their source basis is to a considerable degree 
common, too. However, even in this respect 
ethnography has its specificity in that it em
ploys materials obtained from field observa
tions over contemporary peoples and uses 
them for the retrospective investigation of 
their ethnic histories. It is true though, that in 
this case these materials serve rather as a 
complimentary than as a main source. The tes
timonials of written monuments are much 
more important, and in the absence of such 
they are replaced by the evidence from arch
eological sources, the latter often playing a 
principal role for studies in the early stages of 
ethnogenesis in the narrow meaning of the 
word, i.e. for studies in the process of formation 
of ethnic system. 

An important linking area between ethnog
raphy and other historical disciplines, archeol
ogy, in the first place, is represented by the his
tory of primeval societies. In studying such so
cieties an ethnographer treats them in their 
entirety, and his approach does not actually 
differ from that of a historian, in the narrow 
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sence of the word. The difference in this case is 
in the source base employed by the two. In stu
dying ethnic history, for instance, an ethnog
rapher, as has been noted, draws on field mate
rials only as an addition, while in the case of 
primeval history the same ethnographer 
mostly bases his thinking on the materials col
lected, in the course of direct field observations, 
on archaic phenomena and, more often, on 
their survival forms while the evidence pro
vided by written sources and archeological 
data are used by him usually only as an addi
tion. 

Though principally a historical discipline, 
ethnography has some research areas that ex
tend beyond the boundaries of historical sci
ence proper. Historical science in its narrow 
sence interprets the data from the past history 
of human society although it brings its investi
gation up to the present. Ethnography on the 
other hand, does not limit itself to the recon
struction of the past but also treats modern 
peoples as an actually existing reality, and acts 
as a concrete science investigating the ethnic 
specifics of their life. Furthermore, one of its 
aims is to determine tendencies in the devel
opment of contemporary ethnic communities 
and make forecasts in the field of ethnic rela
tions. On the other hand, history as a science 
deals with particular instances to reconstruct a 
real course of events while ethnography takes 
no interest in the particular in this respect. 
The historicism of ethnography consists in its 
stadia! (phasic) approach to the dynamic devel
opment of the objects it studies and no chro
nologico-descriptive approach is characteristic 
of it. 

Due to the old traditional contacts between 
historians and ethnographers the issue about 
the relationships between these two fields of 
knowledge does not cause any serious doubts 
or uncertainties. But in the case of the rela
tionship between ethnography and sociology 
the situation is different. 

It seems important to note their differences 
above all. Unlike ethnographers, sociologists 
draw their conclusions usually by abstracting 
themselves not only from particular instances 
in general but also from any ethnic specificity, 
and try to disclose the universal values, i.e. the 



common laws of relationship between different 
aspects of social life. 

Let us consider the example of a Russian 
village, Viryatino (Tambovskaya Oblast), to 
which Soviet ethnographers have devoted spe
cial monographs . The village as such is a 
unique phenomenon; but when considered as a 
type of the Russian village it stands out as a 
carrier of ethnic specificity, for all that it incor
porates is general to and typical of a socialist 
village. Obviously an ethnographer will ab
stract himself from everything characteristic 
of the given village, such as the acts of its indi
vidual villagers, concrfte events, etc . although 
all of these are important for a historico-mono
graphic study of the same village. He vill give 
his primary attention to the ethnically specific 
traits typical of the Viryatino villagers, though 
these traits may at the same time be charac
teristic either of the entire Russian people or of 
its individual ethnic groups. In a sociological 
monograph by Soviet sociologists of a Mold
avian village "Kopanki", the authors were in
terested, above all, in the village as it carried 
information on the general traits common to 
all the peasantry of the Soviet Union. 

It is true that the above description is only 
an idealised reflection of ethnographical and 
sociological studies . In practice, however, we 
are faced with overlapping studies where the 
same student (or a group of students) simulta
neously performs the functions of representa
tives of different disciplines. 

The study of the general and the particular 
is a dialectically single process. Hence , any 
comparative research in the traits of ethnoses 
is linked inseparably with the investigation of 
the general in the development of mankind. 
This fact, in combination with the practice of 
abstracting in the process of cognition from the 
particular, brings ethnography and sociology 
close together at every level. 

The subjects are particularly close method
ologically, in the first instance, in the concrete 
sociological and ethnographical field studies in 
contemporary phenomena (their approach to 
the living realities of the day coincides in many 
aspects). As ethnic specificity displays itself 
most vividly in the sphere of culture and every
day life and is reproduced above all through 

the family, it is in these spheres that ethno
graphical and concrete-sociological studies in
teract most actively . 

We should comment specifically on the pres
ence of a research area often shared by eth
nography and sociology: it is known as ethnic 
sociology, and may be considered as a subdivi
sion of ethnography on the one hand, and of so
ciology on the other . This area is formed at the 
point of intersection of ethnic and socio-class 
studies which provide the basis of ethnosociol
ogy. As the intersection of ethnic and socio
class phenomena is found at every stage of so
cial development , ethnosociology should not be 
limited exclusively in our view., to such a tradi
tional task of ethnography as the investigation 
of archaic social phenomena . On the contrary, 
one of the spheres of ethnosociology most ur
gently requiring attention consists of investi
gations into the relationship between ethnic 
and social phenomena in modern developed so
cieties. These general theoretical consider
ations have recently served, by the way, as the 
basis for the development here of ethnosoci
ological studies in the contemporary world. 

The interests of ethnography intersect also 
with those of demography . Descriptions of eth
nic communities depend in great measure on 
the studies of their demographic indices which 
include all the factors that affect the popula
tion dynamics of ethnoses, starting from such 
basic demographical indices as birth-and 
death-rates and sex and age composition of a 
population, and going on to the data of medical 
geography, the latter studying regional de
stribution of diseases. Such studies constitute 
the subject field of ethnic demography, a schol
arly discipline emerging on the border area of 
ethnography and decography. One of the spe
cial tasks of this discipline consists in deter
mining the relationship of population dynam
ics with ethnic factors. To understand birth 
rate differences among the peoples of the world 
it is important to consider the traditions which 
characterize each ethnic community in relation 
to the customary marriage age, the attitude to 
having few or many children in a family, and 
the like . The numerical sizes of people are di
rectly affected by ethnic processes (in the nar
row meaning of the word) and by those of as-
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similation and consolidation, above all. Migra
tional processes also have an influence on the 
sizes of ethnic communities and on the eth
nosocial organisms in particular. Consider
ation of all these factors is extremely import
ant for any prognostication in the field of eth
nodemography. 

The link between ethnic communities and 
human populations has predetermined con
tacts of long standing between ethnography 
and such a biological discipline as physical an
thropology. The most intimate ties between 
ethnography and demography have developed 
in the sphere of studies of ancient ethnogenetic 
processes. The reason for this is that at the 
early stages of their social development ethnic 
communities, i.e. tribes, were not only endo
gamous but comparatively small in numerical 
size too, as a result of which the time needed 
for the reproduction of anthropological homo
geneity within the populations connected with 
them was comparatively short. We should not 
fail to take into account the tendency for hu
man populations never to be absolutely iso
lated and always to be accompanied by some 
degree of intermixture of populations. Thus, 
the anthropological data may only approxi
mately reflect the area of settlement of this or 
that stribe. Such data are particularly illum
inating in the cases when, as a result of mi
gration, a tribe (or a group of kindred tribes) 
found itself within an area populated by tribes 
that belonged to another (big or, even, small) 
race. 

As we come closer to the present time, the 
importance of anthropological materials for the 
studies of ethnic processes within class socioe
conomic formations gradually diminishes. The 
point is that in the case of macropopulations 
linked with large ethnoses (especially with 
multi-million nations) the tendency toward the 
formation of internal anthropological homo
geneity usually remains largely unrealized, 
with the result that neighbour nations do not 
often differ anthropologically. Only in some in
stances when the process of formation of a na
tion is accompanied by the intermixture ofrep
resentatives of big races (e.g., in the countries 
of Latin America) and when the development 
of anthropological homogeneity acquires a cer-
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tain ethnic importance, anthropological mate
rials may be useful for the understanding of 
the course of the process . 

Studies in the history of the anthropological 
composition of ethnoses and of ethnic processes 
as based on this foundation are usually re
ferred to as "ethnic anthropology". However, 
the ties of ethnography with anthropology are 
not exhausted by this "border" discipline. An 
extremely important zone of interaction is the 
history of primeval society, not only in relation 
to anthropogenesis but also to many of the 
problems of sociogenesis. The investigation of 
such matters as the role oflabour in human de
velopment, the emergence of speech and think
ing, racial genesis, etc., is based on the data of 
anthropology to a considerable degree. An
thropological materials have played a major 
role in the radical reevaluation of our notions 
about the duration of the life-time of mankind. 

The relationship of ethnoses to human popu
lations opens for ethnography wide possibil
ities for contacts with such a biological disci
pline as genetics. There is also another com
mon research area shared by ethnography and 
medicine. It is represented by what is called 
folk medicine, which is an invariable compo
nent of the traditional everyday-life culture of 
every ethnos, which explains the significance 
of the ethnographical investigation of folk me
dicine for the description of the peoples of the 
world. Ethnography also has contacts with bot
any and zoology, for example in connection 
with issues concerning the spatial distribution 
of certain species of domesticated plants or 
amimals typical of this or that ethnos. In this 
relation two specialized border disciplines have 
evolved, ethnobotanics and ethnozoology. 

Of much importance for the description of 
ethnic communities are indices related to their 
spatial parameters and to their interaction 
with the environment. These have led to con
tacts of long standing between ethnography 
and geography, traceable to an early period 
when the descriptions of the specific traits of 
life of the peoples and of the elements of nature 
were inseparably linked. Such an integrity of 
ethnographical and geographical knowledge 
was largely due to a common source for factual 
materials on the peoples and countries, i.e., the 



notes of travellers. It was in the mid-19th cen
tury that ethnography claimed independence 
for the first time but even long afterwards in 
the majority of countries it remained a subdis
cipline of geography. In our country a notice
able change in the fixing of boundaries be
tween ethnography and geography did not 
take place before the late 1920s and early 30s. 

A new "synthetic" discipline, i.e. ethnogeog
raphy, began to take shape at the junction 
point of these sciences. One of its divisions is 
the cartography of the spatial location of ethnic 
communities, now known as ethnic cartogra
phy. While having the same subject field as 
ethnography, ethnic cartography makes at the 
same time a wide use of methods and tech
niques elaborated by geographers. With the 
help of ethnic maps it can graphically depict 
spatial relations between different ethnic com
munities which reflect their history. Closely 
connected with ethnic cartography is analysis 
of the spatial distribution of separate compo
nents of ethnoses, i.e. the compilation of histor
ico-ethnographical atlases. 

An important task of ethnic geography is to 
study the effect environment has on ethnoses 
and their component parts. Environment not 
only leave its imprint on the culture of people 
and on the patterns of their settlement, but 
also, by having a certain influence on the de
velopment of their production and economy, it 
affects indirectly the course of ethnic pro
cesses. We should also mention a subdivision of 
ethnic geography which deals with the influ
ence ethnic factors have on nature, i.e. with 
the ethnic aspects of human ecology. It is well 
known that skills, habits, and traditions of pro
duction and economic life, having been histori
cally formed within the framework of a par
ticular ethnos, leave their imprint on the cultu
ral landscapes of relevant regions. The specific 
character of the influences that ethnoses have 
on nature depends also on the mode of their 
settlement, their· absolute size and, even, on 
some features of their social and spiritual life. 

* 

In describing the place ethnography occupies 
within the system of sciences we inevitably had 
to limit ourselves to the consideration of only 
some and, in our view, most essential, spheres 
of its interaction with adjacent sciences, es
pecially those with which it shares the "syn
thetic fields" of knowledge. It cannot, of course, 
be excluded that in the course of further and 
more detailed studies into ethnic phenomena 
there will appear new disciplines adjacent to 
ethnography which will facilitate comprehen
sive investigation of its extremely complex ob
ject. The development of new contacts of this 
kind is already making headway in very differ
ent zones of cognition (e.g., in the border areas 
with economics, oceanology, gerontology, etc.). 

In short, although the kernel of the subject
field of ethnography is represented by tradi
tional everyday culture, the cognitive tasks of 
this discipline necessitate the study of all the 
spheres of a people's life that are coloured with 
ethnic specifics. Hence, ethnography is charac
terized by a complex approach to the object of 
its study, which entails its close intertwining 
with may contiguous branches of knowledge. 
Moreover, when the study of this or that 
sphere oflife of peoples is not ensured by a spe
cialized scholarly discipline, ethnography is 
obliged to take on the performance of functions 
of such a discipline itself. 

All of this urgently requires the close cooper
ation of ethnography not only with social but 
also with natural sciences, but for such a coop
eration to be really firm it is necessary to de
velop in the border areas between ethnography 
and other sciences such disciplines as ethno
linguistics, ethnosociology, ethnopsychology, 
ethnodemography, ethic anthropology, ethno
geography, etc . Studies in the relevant border 
areas should, of course, be carried on "from 
both sides". And furthermore it should not be 
forgotten that a full description of ethnoses is 
above all in the interests of ethnographers 
themselves. 

Notes 
1. For more details see: Bromlej Yu. V. Ethnos und 

Ethnographie. Berlin 1977, S. 
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